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Notable Dates for 2014
APRIL
The Captain/Owners Spring YachtFile Pack No. 40 – 2000 inserts
Yachting Matters Magazine Edition 26
Card File – have 10,000 of your business cards printed and
distributed within Edition 26 of Yachting Matters Magazine

AUGUST
The Captain/Owners Summer YachtFile Pack No. 41 – 2000 inserts
Yachting Matters Magazine Edition 27
– our Monaco Yacht Show edition
Card File – have 10,000 of your business cards printed and
distributed within Edition 27 of Yachting Matters Magazine

SEPTEMBER
The Monaco Yacht Show YachtFile Pack – 1500 inserts
(approx. 650 of the Monaco Show packs will be delivered to yachts
over 80 ft between Marseilles and Genoa before the show begins)
– make the most of Monaco

DECEMBER
The Captain/Owners Caribbean & USA YachtFile Pack – 500 inserts

Accepted Media
We can accept advertising material via CD, e-mail or file
transfer using www.yousendit.com or similar.
Your artwork can be supplied in any of the following formats:
Press-ready Acrobat PDF (preferred format - please ensure ALL
colours are converted to 4 colour process)
Adobe Illustrator (.ai or .eps with all fonts converted to outlines)
Adobe Photoshop (jpeg/tif/psd at full size and at 300dpi)
PLEASE NOTE THAT WE REQUIRE ALL PDFS TO BE SUPPLIED
AS CMYK ONLY. PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE NOT LEFT
ANY SPOT COLOURS IN YOUR DOCUMENTS SUPPLIED.

Photography throughout by Colin Squire
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An introduction from the publisher

W

elcome to our 2014 media brochure. Within its
pages you will discover quality publications that
we have created to enable you to proactively
promote your company directly to the Captains, Owners
and Crew of many thousands of professionally run yachts
throughout the world. To complement our printed Yachting
Matters magazine and YachtFile brochure deliveries we have
also developed an online strategy that allows professionals
to meet online without the clutter that accompanies many of
the networking sites that we are all now very familiar with.

The launch of www.SuperyachtWeb.com last year, which
comprises 108 linked websites, was the initial online step,
followed in December 2012 by www.SuperyachtCaptains.
com, a totally private networking site which, after only six
months, has over 500 professional Captains as members with
more joining daily. We are now launching other private social
networking sites including www.SuperyachtConnect.com,
a site for industry professionals. The only links within the
Captains site are to www.YachtingMatters.com and
www.SuperyachtWeb.com, a great bonus for SuperyachtWeb
members and contributors to Yachting Matters magazine.
Yachting Matters is still going from strength to strength as
our clients embrace the quality of the magazine itself and the
fact that it is personally delivered onboard yachts, our target
audience, for their Owners and Crew to enjoy. The magazine
is also proving a great success online at
www.YachtingMatters.com. We do not sell Yachting Matters.
We believe that because we can personally deliver to such
a discerning readership, our clients benefit most from our
direct targeted distribution. We have over the years also built
relationships with trusted companies that ship spares and
provisions to Superyachts in build or cruising the world, they
include copies of Yachting Matters in their deliveries. We also
distribute the magazines at the very best Superyacht shows
and events, into the hands of decision makers. What could be
a better way of getting your company products and services
known to the Captains, Owners & Crew of the world’s best
luxury yachts than in a top quality, beautifully presented
magazine, delivered to them onboard. Our clients also have
a great diversity of interesting advertising options within
Yachting Matters to select from including our new IndustryFile
that replaced our directory in early 2013.

Front Page

YachtFile has now entered
a milestone year of
distribution, its 20th. Trusted
by a great many of the best
companies in the Superyacht
industry to deliver their
brochures, DVDs, catalogues
etc. into the hands of the
Captains, Owners & Crew of selected yachts we estimate that,
since its inception in 1994 we have distributed approximately
2.4 million individual pieces of promotional material. YachtFile
is, from our client’s point of view, a simple and very effective
way of getting their product and service updates known
to existing and potential new clients. Having spent, not
insignificant sums, on creating new material for shows etc.
the cost of having extra brochures printed and distributed
in a YachtFile pack is very reasonable, in fact incredibly
inexpensive when compared to the costs and time that would
be involved in either doing the distribution oneself or trying
to maintain a database and mailing out each individual
brochure. A very small percentage of Captains & Owners visit
yacht shows that you are attending, YachtFile allows you to
expand your potential client base both cheaply and effectively,
that’s why we call it ‘The Boatshow In a Bag’.
You will notice that we have increased some of our prices
this year, we have held them for quite some time now during
difficult times, but our costs have rocketed. This increase will
enable us to continue giving the dedicated and honest service
that has been one of our strengths in the past.

Sincerely
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Delivering Brochures, DVDs,
Newsletters and Books
– the best Superyacht
database available!
For more information visit www.Yachtfile.com

G

etting your latest brochures, CDs or newsletters
into the hands of yacht captains, owners and
crew, ‘the decision makers’, has never been
easy. Each Superyacht is, in effect, a floating hotel with
a large budget, but unlike hotels they are constantly
on the move, changing ownership, crew and address.
YachtFile is designed to help you to be proactive when
it comes to finding new clients, or for when you need
to simply remind your clients that you still exist. We
specialise in delivering promotional material to literally
thousands of these vessels annually, wherever we can find
them. We also use our exclusive mailing list of Captains
to mail out a small proportion of YachtFiles to vessels
that we do not feel we will find during our hand delivery.
YachtFile is the only proven, guaranteed, onboard
marketing option available to you today. A YachtFile pack
is also very distinctive and recognisable by those that
receive one, being crafted from heavy duty polythene and
overprinted with the logos of the companies featured.
Many of our impressive list of clients have been trusting
in YachtFile since 1994, they understand the importance
of getting information to the decision makers in the
Superyacht industry. YachtFile offers great value, we will
not waste your budget attempting to influence people
that will never need, or be able to afford your services.
YachtFile expertise has helped link the Superyacht
Industry to professional Captains and Owners around
the world for 20 years and is very simple for you to be
a part of. Often referred to as ‘The Boat Show In A Bag’
YachtFile has become an important source of information
needed for the operation of today’s luxury yachts. The
information contained in these Packs helps keep those
on-board, in every department, up to date with the
products and services that they need expert knowledge of.
• Book into a delivery and then simply ship to
us the required number of brochures.
• We will print your logo on the distinctive
YachtFile pack at no extra cost.
• Booking into more than one delivery? We will hold
your extra brochures in store for future packing.
• Printing extra brochures for a YachtFile
delivery is not, relatively, that expensive.
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• Have your brochures printed at our high quality
printers in the UK, the same company that prints the
Yachting Matters magazine. (They are good.) This could
help you save on print costs, shipment and time.
• Our clients get a list of the yachts that
have received a YachtFile pack.
• We can advise you on how to target your
brochures to Chefs, Stewards etc.
• We carbon offset the delivery trip
through Yacht Carbon Offset.
• The Monaco Yacht Show YachtFile Pack is special. We are
the only company sanctioned by the organisers of MYS
to distribute brochures from racks situated strategically
around the show area. We deliver approximately 650 of
the 1500 Monaco Show YachtFile packs to professionally
run yachts from Marseilles to Genoa before the Show
begins offering our clients a great opportunity to get
an invite to Captains and Crew to visit their stand.
• You do not have to be exhibiting at Monaco
to join this special MYS Pack.
• Sign up for multiple deliveries and
receive our special discounts.
• YachtFile, be proactive and make the
most of your promotional material.
PRODUCTION NOTES:
YachtFile is printed in four pantone inks on white
plastic. These colours are determined by the back of
pack advertiser so it may not be possible to print your
logo in your unique company colours. It is advisable to
avoid graduated colours wherever possible due to the
coarseness of the printed screen ruling used on plastic.
We require your logo to be supplied as an original
Vector file (usually Adobe Illustrator .ai or .eps
file formats) as it will need splitting into pantone
colour areas. Jpegs or tif files cannot be used.

YachtFile – targeted marketing at its best
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YachtFile Planner 2014
The Spring Captain/Owners YachtFile Pack:
Back of Pack advert:
Special: Single sheet inserts

£3100.00†
£3200.00
£2200.00

Delivered during April – before the 2014 season begins
Have 2000 of your brochures delivered to 2000 large yachts.
Approximately 85% of the YachtFile Packs will be delivered
by hand throughout the Mediterranean. 15% will be mailed
to vessels outside the Mediterranean area. Your 2000 inserts
would need to be delivered to us by March 24th 2014.
The Summer Captain/Owners YachtFile Pack:
Back of Pack advert:
Special: Single sheet inserts

£3100.00†
£2800.00
£2100.00

Delivered during August – when the owners are on-board
Have 2000 of your brochures delivered to 2000 large yachts.
Approximately 85% of the YachtFile Packs will be delivered
by hand throughout the Mediterranean. 15% will be mailed
to vessels outside the Mediterranean area. Your 2000
inserts would need to be delivered to us by July 24th 2014.

The 2014 Monaco Yacht Show YachtFile Pack: £1600.00†
Back of Pack advert:
£2900.00*
*This is also used as the back of the USA/Caribbean Pack
The only multiple brochure distribution sanctioned by the
MYS management
Have 1500 brochures distributed. Our packs are displayed on
racks throughout the Monaco Yacht Show for selection by its
visitors and given to all yachts attending. We will also deliver
a Pack to almost 100% of the yachts over 80 ft resident along
the Côte d’Azur a few days before the show begins. Please
deliver your 1500 inserts to us by August 26th 2014.
The Winter Caribbean/USA YachtFile Pack:

£850.00†

Have 500 of your brochures delivered to 500 large yachts.
Packs will be hand delivered in the Caribbean & Fort
Lauderdale and mailed to professional (Caribbean/USA)
Captains and large yachts registered on our database.
Please deliver your 500 inserts to us by November 11th
2014.

†

Inserts over 16 pages may cost more.

YachtFile – think outside of the box!
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&
Editions 26 (April) & 27 (August)
Both with the PYA Supplement
AND online at www.YachtingMatters.com
Edition 27 is also our
Monaco Yacht Show edition

Y

achting Matters & The Yacht Owner, one great
magazine, two great titles, 10,000 copies printed
with perfect distribution guaranteed, complimented
by a free online version that has allowed the magazine to
reach out to a worldwide readership. We print and distribute
the 10,000 hard copies of each edition to address an
industry that we strongly believe is unique, geographically
and financially, we also know that our complimentary
magazines are fully enjoyed by Captains, Owners and Crew
alike. Yachting Matters allows our clients to be proactive
with their marketing in a superb publication packed full of
up to date news and interesting editorials.
Yachting Matters & The Yacht Owner are the same
magazine but with differing covers. We will print 2,200
copies of editions 26 & 27 with The Yacht Owner cover and
7,800 copies of each edition with the Yachting Matters cover.
(10,000 total of each edition). When we hand deliver copies
onboard large yachts we give them at least one copy of each
magazine, the Owners copy is sealed in poly-wrap. (Can you
think of a better way to get a copy to a yacht Owner?) The
largest yachts are given extra copies. We believe the best
place for our magazine is onboard yachts and delivery to
these exclusive vessels is one of our specialities, something
we have excelled at now for 20 years.
Having the very successful Professional Yachting Association
(PYA) Supplement included in each edition has also proved
a great bonus for both our readers and clients. With the
PYA Supplement featuring the latest updates on the
rules, regulations and training that dominate yachting
at the moment, it has become an integral part of the
magazine, it is a must read for all. PYA members (Captains)
also help in the distribution of the magazine to distant
places that we would not normally hand deliver to. The
magazine is also delivered very effectively, onboard yachts,
utilising trusted supply companies that work directly with
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Superyachts worldwide and in build, they include copies
in their shipments. Also of course we partner many shows,
including the Monaco Yacht Show, this again allows us
to deliver magazines into the hands of professionals, the
decision makers, a readership our clients also appreciate.
The Monaco Yacht Show is very special to us and in
September we will again be taking 2500 (approx.) copies of
the magazines to the Monaco Yacht Show for distribution
from our racks situated around the event. Editions 26 &
27 will also be distributed at other important Superyacht
shows & events.
Keeping our carbon footprint low is also important to us.
The paper we use for the magazine is of exceptionally
high quality and from renewable resources. We also offset
the carbon emitted during the 6500+ mile delivery trips
around the Mediterranean in April and August. Magazines,
especially when they are targeted and complimentary, are a
great way to promote your company to potential clients.
Only two editions per year keeps the magazine content
fresh and gives each title a great shelf life. If you are going
to spend money on promotion and Superyachts are your
market, I can think of no better magazine to partner with.
Great Quality, Superb Content, Perfect Distribution and Free
Online – It doesn’t get much better than that.

Copy Deadlines:
Edition 24 – February 28th 2014 (delivered from April 2014)
Edition 25 – June 28th 2014 (delivered from August 2014)
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Magazine Planner 2014
Distribution is priceless
COLOUR
Double page spread
Page one/three/five/seven/nine/eleven
Back cover
Inside front cover
Inside back cover
Single page
Half page
Quarter page
Front cover strip

Sterling
Mechanical Data
Trim
£3400.00
Double page spread
420 x 297 mm*
£2700.00
Single page
297 x 210 mm*
£3900.00
Half page horizontal
143 x 210 mm*
£3100.00
Half page vertical
297 x 100 mm*
£2700.00
Quarter page horizontal
N/A
£2400.00
Quarter page vertical
N/A
£1300.00		
*3mm bleed required on all edges
£850.00
£2800.00

Type area
380 x 277 mm
277 x 190 mm
131 x 190 mm
277 x 85 mm
55 x 190 mm
136 x 93 mm

See Page 2 for production requirements
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– the pop out business card
Spring & Summer Editions 26 & 27
£900.00 per business card

CardFile

.

chtingmatters.com

act colinsquire@ya

To

O

ur clients and readers love CardFile. Imagine having
10,000 full colour business cards, one side containing
a small advert, delivered to our exclusive readership
for only £900.00. That’s only 9p per card. Also online at www.
YachtingMatters.com
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The business cards pop out, they are printed on 300 gsm gloss
paper, in sets of eight and then tipped (glued) into the spine of
the magazine. If somebody is interested in what they see they can
keep the card and contact you later. Another plus is that being
heavier the card sections of the magazine tend to open naturally
on the card pages when the magazine is being read.

MONACO
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We created this card concept way back in the 90s and
used it in our Superyacht calendars that were then being
produced and incorporated it into our magazine in 2005.
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Copy Deadlines:
Edition 26 – February 28th 2014 (published in April 2014)
Edition 27 – June 28th 2014 (published in August 2014)
Mechanical Data
Business card size

Trim
55 x 85 mm

Bleed
61 x 91 mm

Please supply artwork to specification as
documented on page 2
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CardFile
To feature your business card, contact colinsquire@yachtingmatters.com.

Engineered superyacht protection including
innovative custom fender hooks in strong
carbon fiber core or 316 stainless-steel core
with exclusive never-oil leathers –
no mold – no mildew – guaranteed!

Kelvin Hughes Super Yacht offers a Personalised service for
the selection And Updating of Charts and Publications.
We offer accessibility through our Antibes Office, combined
with a knowledgeable Response from an experienced Team.

Call 954.759.9929,
or see us at megafend.com

terry.smallwood@kelvinhughes.co.uk
0044 7771 938906

Corporate Offices– Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA

MegafendBC-YMCardFile613.indd 1

6/28/13 11:13 AM

No PassioN
Without Risk ...
... leave the Risk to us.

PaNtaeNius.CoM/PASSION

7STAR_Y_Matters_85x55.indd 1

07-03-13 08:50

Wally Kelm, CTC Vice President
Mob.: +1 512 815 4700
Email: Wally.Kelm@gtravel.no
Skype Name: gt-wallykelm
Europe & Asia: +47 3705 2470
North America:1-800-261-6805

SpecialiStS at integrating helicopterS
with Superyacht deSign, build and operation
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SETTING NEW

GOALS

G TRAVEL USA
5018 Antoine Drive, Suite B 227, Houston, Texas 77092, USA
www.gtravel.no

Partner with

Next Page
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Superyacht Web
& Introducing www.SuperyachtConnect.com

It’s new, it’s unique & it’s all in one place!

W

ww.SuperyachtWeb.com is a unique concept
and to my knowledge the only website(s) set
up to use multiple prime domain names to
link an industry together. These are not landing pages,
they are individual websites, each one targeting a specific
area within the luxury yacht industry that combine to
create an online yacht exhibition. If you believe that the
internet is the way to go, then join us online, there will be
at least one site suitable for you.

Visit www.SuperyachtWeb.com and scroll to the foot
of the page and you will see the 108 websites, click on
whichever ones are of interest to you and note the
domain names in the URL address bar! We have
also redirected approx. 400 other top marine domains
(e.g. www.YachtRefit.com) into www.SuperyachtWeb.com.
www.SuperyachtWeb.com utilises the internet,
alongside our traditional publications, to find visitors
worldwide through the use of search engines and
prime domains. Our search theory is working
perfectly with many sites already coming up on the
front page or top on search engine listings, these
positions will improve further, where possible, as the
sites age and populate.
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We are convinced that in the future there will be one
central point of online contact for professional yachting,
we operate in a small elite industry dispersed worldwide
and perfectly suited to the web. We sincerely believe that
www.SuperyachtWeb.com will prove to be the place
to visit when looking for the best that the Superyacht
industry has to offer.
Once one of the generic domain named sites is found the
visitor then finds the many other sites linked to it. We
have, in effect, created an online yacht exhibition with 108
gateways, not just one. You find one, you find them all.
At the beginning of 2013 we launched
our first private networking site for
Captains, www.SuperyachtCaptains.com.
It is a part of www.SuperyachtWeb.com
and the only links within the Captains
site are to www.YachtingMatters.com
and www.SuperyachtWeb.com.
By July 2013 we had over 500 members,
all qualified professional Captains and
with more joining daily we are inspired
and have since launched sites for Crew,
Engineers & Chefs.
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Every accomplishment starts with the decision to try
Also we have a private site for industry professionals,
www.SuperyachtConect.com that will be live in time for
the Monaco Yacht Show.
A member can:
• Have links to their websites and e-mail.
• Put their latest brochures online.
• Post online videos.
• Post unlimited press releases online.
• Publish an editorial online.
• Have the option of two levels of listing, Premium
£1250.00 annually & Standard £250.00 annually.
• Have a display in a choice of two colours.
• If they are a part of an Association listed on
www.SuperyachtWeb.com be linked back to the
Association and Association members can be
displayed as one group.
• SEO their own listing.
• Have access to their listing at all times.
• Enjoy the benefits of www.SuperyachtCaptains.com
and our other private networking sites for Engineers,
Crew, Chefs. All of these sites are linked to
www.SuperyachtWeb.com.
•w
 ww.SuperyachtConnect.com – the private
site for industry professionals.
•w
 ww.SuperyachtWeb.com is linked
to Facebook and Twitter.

Front Page

The sites have other features and much more will be
added as www.SuperyachtWeb.com evolves. We see
www.SuperyachtWeb.com as an online exhibition, not
a directory, when did you last use a directory? We are
developing a space where a visitor will find only the best
companies in the professional yachting sector to service
their needs, a place where a visitor will be able to research
and contact each company easily and efficiently and now
with links to our private networking sites, its unique.
I will of course keep you informed of the progress of
Superyacht Web and I would welcome you to join us
online, it is not expensive. Securing the domains I have
has taken many years and a great deal of investment but I
do believe www.SuperyachtWeb.com could well play a big
part in your future and also the future of the professional
yachting industry.
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Superyacht Refit
A

re you a yacht refit and repair yard that wants to
stand out from the crowd? If the answer to that
question is YES then this specialist section within
the Yachting Matters magazine is perfect for you.

With over 10,000 copies delivered to your target market,
and also free online to a worldwide audience, it has to
make sense to feature your company within a supplement
dedicated to the best that yacht refit has to offer.
There is nothing else in any magazine quite like it and
if you have already read the delivery profile for Yachting
Matters magazine you know that there is no other media
outlet that will place your yard in front of quite so many
Captains, Owners and Management companies. We also
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own www.YachtRefit.com and www.SuperyachtRefit.com
which offers you an exclusive online presence as well.
The refit section of Yachting Matters has a set format.
This allows readers to quickly evaluate whether your yard
could be suitable for their yacht to have work undertaken.
We set the page up for you as well, saving on design work
charges. That is not to say we wouldn’t like it supplied
as finalised copy, that would make our busy lives here
a lot easier, but it must adhere to the format within the
Superyacht Refit section of Yachting Matters.
The cost of this page is the same as a full page of advertising
within Yachting Matters magazine – £2400.00, exceptional
value when you consider our readership and distribution.
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INDUSTRY FILE

W

e have left our directory behind, after
surveying many Captains and Industry
Executives we discovered that very few ever
accessed a directory. We have launched IndustryFile
within the pages of our Yachting Matters magazine. Each
listing within these pages is in effect a small advert
for the featured company that sits in an uncluttered,
well designed section at the back of the publication.
These 1/8th page adverts are charged at only
£250.00 per edition, a minimal fee to have your
company promoted to the many thousands of
professional yachtsmen and owners that read
Yachting Matters magazine around the world. We
will even make your advert for you, free of charge.

The IndustryFile section of Yachting Matters
offers incredible value. With over 10,000 hard
copies of the magazine distributed, and the
magazine now online at www.YachtingMatters.
com the distribution of the IndustryFile listings to
our dedicated readership is second to none.
To be featured in editions 26 & 27 of Yachting
Matters simply contact us with your details.

£500.00 annual
membership

Industry File – Great value from Colin Squire Publishing
Front Page
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Superyacht Soirée

A N T IG UA
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he first Yachting Matters Superyacht Soirée was
held on December 9th 2011 to help celebrate the
50th Antigua Charter Yacht Show. The Soirée was
a resounding success and was repeated with a similar
event, held at the Admirals Inn on December 2012. To date
the Soirée has raised over US$50,000 in support of a local
school near to English Harbour.

The event begins at 7.30 pm for Captains
with a champagne reception, followed
by a fabulous dinner. At 9.45 pm the
Soirée is opened to VIP ticket holders
who are invited to join in to rock the
rest of the evening away under the
stars.

The Superyacht Soirée in Antigua is specifically for
professional Captains. Remember the days when a
Captains party was in fact a Captains party, well this one
is a private event for the Captains of the best yachts in
and around English Harbour, mostly attending the ACYM.

If you would like to sponsor the
Antigua Soirée please let us know, if
it is possible you could become one of
the six companies allowed to share this
exclusive evening with us.
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Clients that used the services of
Colin Squire Publishing during 2013
A1 YACHT TRADE CONSORTIUM

EUROTASK

MARINA PROJECTS

SARDINIA YACHT SERVICES

ABSOLUTE BOAT CARE

EYOS TENDERS

MARINA YACHT SHIPYARD

SAVAGE MARINE LIGHTING LTD.

AC-DC ENERGY

FANTASIA SHIPPING AGENCY

SEABOB

AERE INFLATABLE FENDERS

FEMOBUNKER S.r.l.

MARITIME SERVICES GIOVANNI
BOCCADIFUOCO

ALEXSEAL YACHT COATINGS

FENDERCARE

MASTER YACHTS CONSULTANCY

FENDERHOOKS

MEGAFEND MOORING PRODUCTS

SECURE YACHT LTD

ALL SERVICES S.r.l
ALPHA MARINE LTD.

FLEETWEATHER OCEAN SERVICES

MHG MARINE BENEFITS

AMELS B.V.

FRANKENTEK INC.

MID ATLANTIC YACHT SERVICES

AMICO & Co. S.r.l.

FREESTYLE CRUISER

MOBIUS

ANDREW WEIR YACHT
MANAGEMENT

FUCHS FORDER TECHNIK

MOLL VELL AND PANTALAN
MEDITERRANEO

ANTIBES YACHT SHOW

G & M POWER

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA SHIP &
YACHT REGISTRY

GERMAN BOAT (DBSV)

MONACO YACHT SHOW S.A.M

GLOBAL BOAT AND SHIPPING
GMBH

MOURJAN MARINAS

ARIADNE YACHT MANAGEMENT
ARMITAGE CHACON
ASEA POWER SYSTEMS

FULLER-DAVIES

MONACO MARINE FRANCE

MYPAI - MARTEN YACHT PAINTING
ADVICE & INSPECTION

GLOBAL MARINE
COMMUNICATIONS

NAIAD DYNAMICS US.INC

SECURE MARITIME SOLUTIONS
SEVENSTAR YACHT TRANSPORT
SHORE SOLUTIONS
SLEIPNER
SQUARE FOOT STORAGE
ST THOMAS CARGO & SHIP
SERVICES
STARCLASS YACHT TRANSPORT
STURGE INT. SERVICES
SUMMIT
SUNRISE YACHTS
SUPERYACHT SOLUTIONS
SUPERYACHT SPARES

GLOBAL MOBILE LTD

NATIONAL MARINE SUPPLIERS INC.

GLOBAL SERVICES UK LTD.
GLOBAL YACHT FUEL, INC

NAUGALA YACHT & BUNKER
AGENCY

GRAND BLEU MARINE

NAUTICAL TELEVISION EUROPE

SXM MARINE TRADING

GRIFFIN AMERICAS

NICHOLSON YACHT CHARTERS

TAI PING CARPETS EUROPE SA

HELI RIVIERA

NIGEL JAMES YACHT CHARTER

TEAKDECKING SYSTEMS

HELIOS MARITIME AVIATION

NORFOLK BROADS.COM

TECHNO CRAFT SL

BLUE FIN YACHTS LTD

HILL DICKINSON

OCEANCO

TERMOPETROLI VERSILIA S.R.L

BOND TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

HILL ROBINSON YACHT
MANAGEMENT

OT - OLIVER TREUTLEIN GMBH

TEST BANK YACHT PROJECTS

P & G YACHTING

THE FINE COTTON COMPANY

HOYLAKE SAILING SCHOOL

PANTAENIUS S.C.S.

THE PYA

HUG ENGINEERING

PANTALAN DEL MEDITERRANEO

THE SUPERYACHT CUP

ICOMIA

PELAGOS YACHTS LIMITED

TILSE INDUSTRIE

ICON CONNECT

PETER INSULL’S YACHT MARKETING

TIM HEYWOOD DESIGN LTD.

PIENING-PROPELLER GMBH

TIME ON YOUR HANDS

PINMAR

TRIESTE YACHT SERVICE

PORT TARRACO
PORTLAND PORT

UNITED KINGDOM SAILING
ACADEMY

PROTEK

VAN BERGE HENEGOUWEN BV

QUANTUM MARINE

VERSILIA SUPPLY SERVICES

R S FINISHING & REFINISHING

VIKING RECRUITMENT LIMITED

RAPID TRANSIT SERVICES S.L.

WARD & McKENZIE

RAYMARINE PLC

WILSON YACHT MANAGEMENT

RIVIERA BEAUTY

WORLD YACHTING

RIVIERA CHARTS

YACHT AID GLOBAL

KOELIN JACOBY

ROLLING STOCK S.L.

YACHT CARBON OFFSET LTD

LSN EARLY WARNING PROTECTION

ROYAL DECK

YACHT COATING SOLUTIONS
YACHT FUEL SERVICES

ASIA PACIFIC SUPERYACHTS
ASTILLEROS DE MALLORCA
ATLAS PAINT CONSULTANTS
AWLGRIP
AYSS
BANCHERO COSTA INSURANCE
BROKER S.P.A.

BRADFORD MARINE INC
BRITISH MARINE FEDERATION
BRUNTONS PROPELLERS
BSY CONSULTING
BWA YACHTING
C.C.S YACHT COATING SERVICES
C2C COAST MANAGEMENT
CATHELCO
CLASS YACHT MONACO
CLASS YACHT ROME
CREW ITALY S.r.l
CROWN LIMITED

BOATS 4 EVER
INNERSHED
INTERNATIONAL PAINT
INTERNATIONAL YACHT REGISTER
IRONSIDE ASSOCIATES LTD.
ISLAND SAILORS PVT LTD
JLT YACHT AGENCY

DASSAULT AVIATION

JOHN PERCIVAL MARINE
ASSOCIATES

DECKERS OCEAN ATTIRE

KAHLENBERG INDUSTRIES INC.

DIXON YACHT DESIGN

KEVIN GLANCY LIMITED &
JONATHON FAWCETT LIMITED

DOCKWISE YACHT TRANSPORT
DOMINION MARINE TECHNICAL
SERVICES LTD

SUPERYACHT SUPPLIES LTD
SUPERYACHTS SUPERMODELS

LUISE ASSOCIATES

ROYAL HUISMAN SHIPYARD

E3 SYSTEMS

MALTA TRANSPORT CENTRE

RYBOVICH

YACHT PROJECTS

ED HOLT PHOTOGRAPHY

MARINA BARCELONA 92 SRL

S & D YACHTS LTD.

YACHTING PROTECTION LTD.

ELITE YACHT LINEN

MARINA FAR VILANOVA S.A.

SAF RECRUITMENT SERVICES

YACHTMARKETING LTD

ESTHEC COMPOSITE DECKING

MARINA PORT VELL, SA

SALAMANCA GROUP

YAG

DOVASTON CREW AGENCY
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Contact
Colin Squire
Email: ColinSquire@YachtingMatters.com
Karen Leggett
Email: Karen@YachtFile.com
Norma Trease
Email: Norma@YachtingMatters.com
www.ColinSquirePublishing.com
Tel: +44 (0)1986 894333
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